USS Nighthawk Mission Transcript 10803.08
Mission Number for NH 341 
Mirror Universe: Beginning VII
 
Cast of the USS Nighthawk crew
Sam Hung as Sid Monroe 
Tim Schols as Gary Jackson 
Chris Esterhuyse as Varesh
Lília Perfeito as Christina van den Tulpen
Jim Koeller as Aaron Knight
Karriaunna Scotti as Brianna Rose

Ship Manager 
Karriaunna Scotti

NPC
Jim Koeller as Aiden
Karriaunna Scotti as Guard Bront and Konbor

Missing in Action

Summary:  
Mayhem is the method of madness that gets Monroe and his team inside the compound and to the control center to knock out the power.  Aaron and Aidan, having a plan already in mind, make use of the mayhem to get themselves and Rose out.  Veresh and Jackson work on getting their hands on a vessel to get them away, for if they do not get away, all is for naught.  And in the end, somehow it all comes together.	

Time Lapse:
    3 hours

Mission Facts:
We will have arrived at the Nighthawk with minor inconveniences.
	Crew will have some time to quickly get settled before heading for a meeting.

Announcements:
Beware the time shifts.  Europe is at the end of the month, US happens this Sunday.
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Last week on the Nighthawk:

Altira V is one of those worlds that humanoids can live on, but not easily.  It is a desert world with very little water and a relatively thin atmosphere; enough to breath but strenuous work could tire one out quickly.  The days are hot and the nights are cold. Once it was a world of beauty, but its people had grown careless, and now the only thing it is good for, are those who still have value to the Alliance, but for various reasons, are to be contained… it is a prison world.

Within the confines of the prison, Aidan and Aaron have begun their plan to escape.  Aidan lies on the floor in a fetal position while Aaron begins to call loudly for a guard.  Rose, on the other side of the compound, where the females are housed waits tensely in the dark for whatever it is Aaron has planned. She is alone at the moment in the darkened room as the others who live there are at the mess hall eating a meal… one she is to be denied.

Outside of the prison area, hidden by a small hill and boulders, Jackson and Varesh wait.  Within their site is the compounds landing field and within that area are various ships of various sizes and in various states of repair. It is easy to see it is also heavily guarded.  And there is no telling what kinds of security measures are in place to make sure the prisoners are unable to access them.  After all, there is no record of anyone prisoner escaping Altira V… alive.

With some time, water and a bit of food, Varesh has regained some of his strength though his wounds trouble him.  Perhaps more troubling was the discovery their goal was also a Betazoid, one who had no reason to trust a stranger and would be equally afraid of discovery.  There could be pros and cons to this new development… if Varesh can just convince Aaron they were there to help him.

Insanity or cunning, Monroe has allowed Konbor to guide him and Tulpen into the compound as his prisoner.  There he has many plans in mind, such as knocking out the communications relay. The compound is built to keep people in, not truly worrying about keeping people out, after all, who would be stupid enough to want to enter a prison compound?

But it is never quite that simple.  As Konbor is accepted and steps through to lead them to the inside, they start to follow.  But to either side of the entry they see a detector that would easily go off with their weapons.  Was this Konbors intent or had he simply forgotten that fact as it was simply part of everything else?

Tulpen followed along with the plan, hoping the guards were not very observant to note the missing shoes of Konbor.  So far so good in that; but unfortunately one of them had observed her and had not so pleasant thoughts for her future in his mind.  It did not take much to understand Monroe's silent nod to her.  As she noted the detector, and had no intention of giving up her weapon, they would need to take out the guards as quickly as they could.

Night cloaks the areas not revealed by spotlights.  Prisoners move back and forth to their compounds as they finish their meals and prepare to end their drudgery of a day, more often then not, simply falling across their cot.  But it would appear, this day is not to end quite like all the others.
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Sid Monroe: Stardate 10803.08: Myself, Konbor, and Tulpen, are about to enter the compound.  I intend to bring who I need out of this place and get back to the ship.  How I intend to do that is going to be fun.

<<<<<<<<<< Mirror Wide: Beginnings VII >>>>>>>>>>

Christina Tulpen says:
::watches the entrance to the prison appear before her and Monroe's signal. She signals back. She is ready when he is::
Aaron Knight says:
::on the floor looking as if he's in pain while Aidan calls for the guard::
 Sid Monroe says:
::Makes a slight nod to Tulpen as he spots the other guard::
Varesh says:
~~~Aaron: I guess you're not going to believe me, are you? If we can get you off this planet, will you consider listening?~~~
Brianna Rose says:
:: Pacing back and forth, feeling the tension rising.::
Christina Tulpen says:
::smiles and winks at the guard that spotted her before, then pulls him towards her, pulling her knife at the same time. Her goal is to quietly slit his throat::
Aaron Knight says:
~~~Varesh:  Evidently you know that I'm a Betazoid, and that means I could have been found out by you.  So obviously you can understand that I won't be walking into a trap.~~~
 
ACTION: The fool of a guard, literally caught of guard by a pretty face, looks briefly at her in horror and anger as his life force quickly drains from his body.

ACTION: The guard outside of Aaron's barrack, after a few minutes have passed, pokes his head inside and glances, annoyed, around.

Christina Tulpen says:
::has only a brief sense of grief, but quickly pulls the dead body to the side, out of view. Then looks at where Konbor and Monroe are::
Varesh says:
~~~Aaron: And evidently you understand that I wouldn't betray you to my enemies. I wouldn't get anything out of it. I'm Varesh, I've been running all my life and its time to make a stand. There are two people coming into the compound now to get you out. Work with them if you want to.~~~
Aaron Knight says:
::needs to concentrate on their escape so he doesn't answer Varesh::
Aidan says:
Guard:  My friend here needs medical attention......quick!
 Sid Monroe says:
::Watches as the guard as he is disposed of:: Tulpen: Can you see if you can dispose of the alarm system.  ::Stands behind Konbor::
Aaron Knight says:
::continues to grimace while in the fetal position on the floor::
 Guard Bront says:
:: With a grimace, walks into the area and looks first at Aidan and then down at Aaron.  Aaron is a trouble maker, unbendable, unbidable… ::He shrugs his shoulders and starts to turn away.::
Varesh says:
::growls in frustration:: ~~~Sid: Listen, I made contact with a Betazoid guy inside, I think its the one you're looking for. He doesn't trust me, which is understandable. Suggestions?~~~
Aidan says:
 Guard:  No!  You need to get him some help now!  Besides, he's one of your best detail workers.  You wouldn't want your production slowed down, would you?
 Sid Monroe says:
::Spots the other guard and slides his knife out and throws it at the guard. at his head::
Guard Bront says:
:: Turns back around::  Aidan: It is not my problem.
Aidan says:
 Guard:  It will be when you have to report to your superiors why your production is down.
Christina Tulpen says:
::nods at Monroe and goes to the alarm system to try to disable it:: Monroe: Keep an eye on him ... or.. ::doesn't finish and turns to the controls::
 
ACTION: As Tulpen's guard goes down, Monroe takes his out at the same time.  Konbor turns around to stare at the two and backs up further into the compound.

Guard Bront says:
Aidan: That or be given a medal.  :: relents::  I will get the medic.
Sid Monroe says:
::Gives an evil smile at Konbor pulls out his disruptor::
Aidan says:
Guard:  If I were you, I'd see how bad his injury is before getting a medic.
Varesh says:
::silently studies Jackson as they wait for the outcome of the prison break::
Konbor says:
Monroe: That was foolish.  You think others did not see you?
Christina Tulpen says:
Monroe: It seems I can't disable this from the outside, we will have to sound the alarm
 Guard Bront says:
:: smiles broadly:: Aidan: More likely I would kill him.
Christina Tulpen says:
::goes to the dead guard and takes his disruptor, concealing it under her cloak::
 Sid Monroe says:
::Smiles:: Tulpen: So I guess we have to.  ::Walks towards the doorway::
Aidan says:
 Guard:  Then go ahead and kill him already......either way, you need to see what's wrong with him!
Christina Tulpen says:
Monroe: we will have to make a run for it. Which way?
 
ACTION: Jackson finally points out one of the ships to Varesh.

Guard Bront says:
:: crosses his arms and stares down::  Aidan: No I don't.
 Sid Monroe says:
::Points towards his right:: Tulpen: I feel it might be that way.
 
ACTION: A couple of prisoners walk near by and see the downed guards.  They say nothing as they continue on their way.

Christina Tulpen says:
::nods at Monroe and doesn't wait for him, just runs to where he pointed, ignoring the prisoners passing by. She looks for a door or somewhere to hide if needed::
Aidan says:
Guard:  Hey, it's not my life I'm worried about when your superiors find out.
 Sid Monroe says:
::Pulls Konbor by the arm and drags him along::
 Sid Monroe says:
::As he runs behind Tulpen::
 
ACTION: An alarm near the gates sounds as the system is set off.  In the command center, a light flashes red on a console.

Christina Tulpen says:
::listens to the alarms:: Self: this is it
Aaron Knight says:
::continues to writhe in pain, waiting for the guard to bend down near him::
Aaron Knight says:
::as the guard approaches him, he quickly stands up, pulls out his shank and jams it deep inside the guards chest::  Aidan:  Now!
Varesh says:
::smiles wickedly at Jackson:: Gary: I guess we need a ride out of here.
 
ACTION: The guard within the compound tries to contact those on gate duty with no success.  He sends a team out, at the same time, turning on the lights around the compound, lighting it up.

Aidan says:
::runs over to the door and keeps a lookout::
Christina Tulpen says:
::as a closed door approaches she blasts it with the disruptor she stole from the guard::
Aaron Knight says:
~~~Brianna:  Be ready.........it's prison break time!~~~
 
ACTION: Aaron brutally takes out the guard he gasps out a cry that none can hear beyond them.

Varesh says:
::gives a curse as the compound lights up:: Gary: Time to get our ride, dude.
Christina Tulpen says:
::as the guards approach she shoots at them , but she has something in mind:: Monroe: Cover for me ::turns to where the noise of prisoners seems to be::
Brianna Rose says:
~~~~ Aaron: Great!  You set off the alarms and expect to escape quietly?~~~~
Varesh says:
~~~Sid: We're busy securing a ride out of here. Meet us at the landing pad.~~~
 Sid Monroe says:
::Follows Tulpen disruptor in hand:: Tulpen: You know where you are going?
Brianna Rose says:
:: Moves toward the door of her barracks and looks out to see the guard is no longer there.::
Aaron Knight says:
::watches the guard fall to the floor and heads to where Aidan is::  Aidan:  Okay, we head over to where the female prisoners are.  ::starts sneaking along the walls::
Christina Tulpen says:
::as she approaches the cells she starts to shoot at doors and force field generators to release the prisoners:: Monroe: Creating a mess so we can find your buddy. How do you suppose we can do that?
 
ACTION: One of the guards, Tulpen shoots goes down and the other ducks behind a building.

Aaron Knight says:
~~~Brianna:  It wasn't me who set off those alarms.~~~
Varesh says:
::hopes that the guards' attention is focused inside the compound and won't see him and Gary coming across the open stretch heading for the landing pads::
Aaron Knight says:
::holds up his hand to Aidan as he spots another guard::
Brianna Rose says:
:: sighs, not knowing if that is good or bad.::  ~~~~ Aaron: The guard in my area is gone... what do you want me to do?~~~~
Christina Tulpen says:
::turns from a shot by a guard...close...too close...So she turns behind a corner and looks for some master door control::

ACTION: Throughout the area, following drill procedures, a lock down begins.

Aaron Knight says:
~~~Brianna:  Not sure what you can do with your prison door locked.  Hang tight.~~~
 Sid Monroe says:
::slides behind the hall:: Tulpen: Ok.  ::Shoots a couple shots towards the guard::
Varesh says:
~~~Aaron: If you want a ride out of here, meet us on the landing pad.~~~
Aaron Knight says:
~~~Aidan:  Go around and create a diversion with this guard.  I'll sneak up behind him and take him out.~~~
Aidan says:
::walks around so that the guard sees him and has his back to Aaron::
 
ACTION: Weapons fire lights up the light as the calls of guards is heard.  Someone disturbs the commander from his meal; he is not a happy man.

Christina Tulpen says:
::turns quickly and points at a console near the entrance to the next cell block ...guards all around them now:: Monroe: There! ::runs to the door shooting at the guards there::
Aidan says:
Guard:  I think I got lost looking for the bathroom.  ::grins::
 Sid Monroe says:
::Watches Tulpen, and follows behind dragging Konbor along.  Firing at the guards::
 
ACTION: A lucky shot from Tulpen's weapon fries one of the lock panels.

ACTION:  Soon the Prison commander had the place in action.

Aaron Knight says:
::as the guard yells to Aidan to stop, Aaron sneaks up behind the guard and lunges the shank into his back::
Varesh says:
::after a terror-filled dash across the open ground they reach the walls and relative safety in the shadows. He gives a feral grin, the rifle clutched to his chest as he blocks off the pain in his side::
 
ACTION:  Soon the prison is locked down accept for the intruders and guards.  And one very annoyed Commander.

Christina Tulpen says:
::after her lucky shot she hopes the freed prisoners will do the rest and she falls behind to Monroe:: Monroe: What now?
Aaron Knight says:
Aidan:  Something must be going on with the alarms going off.  There's usually more guards than this.  The female prisoners are just inside that building.  ::points::  Let's go!
 Sid Monroe says:
::Looks at Tulpen:: Tulpen: We have to make it to the main controls and disable everything.

ACTION:  After a moment, the alarms go silent as the Commander orders them off.  They are no longer needed.

Christina Tulpen says:
Monroe: That is usually in the upper levels ::looks around for a lift:: Monroe: and heavily guarded too ...
Varesh says:
::leans closer to Jackson:: Gary: We need to disable the other shuttles so we can't be followed.
Aaron Knight says:
::checks around for other guards and quickly scurries over and brings his body up against the wall where Brianna is being held::
 Sid Monroe says:
::Smacks Konbor:: Konbor: Where is the control room?
Aaron Knight says:
::looks around again and motions for Aidan to join him::
 
ACTION: In anger, Konbor stares at Monroe.

Christina Tulpen says:
::points the disruptor at Konbor's head::
Aaron Knight says:
::both Aaron and Aidan follow the wall until they reach the entrance......noticing another single guard keeping watch::
 Sid Monroe says:
Konbor: Well I can leave you in one of the cells to rot, and get blamed for this break in.  Or you can help us.
Varesh says:
~~~Sid: We're still outside the walls and the place is locked down - can you blow the power generators? ~~~
Konbor says:
:: Looks at Tulpen and then points toward the main building.::
Christina Tulpen says:
Konbor: Or I can spread your brain on the floor
 Sid Monroe says:
::Hears Varesh:: ~~~Varesh: Busy here, but it will be on the list of things to blow up.~~~
Aaron Knight says:
::motions for Aidan to reveal himself to the guard::
Varesh says:
~~~Sid: Well, if we want to get out of here, it needs to be done. I'll see if our "friend" can help out.~~~
Sid Monroe says:
::Nods and heads towards the main building:: Tulpen: Drag him along.
 
Scenery:  Throughout the compound, most of the prisoners are on the floor, their hands out before them, while guards watch them.  Those on watch duty are searching for the intruders.  They have already located the dead entry guards.

Aaron Knight says:
::steps out from behind a wall as the guard approaches Aidan and uses his shank again to take him down and grabs the guards keys::
Varesh says:
~~~Aaron: Can you get to the power generators?~~~
Christina Tulpen says:
::nods and pushes Konbor in front of her disruptor::
Konbor says:
:: stumbles a bit before catching his balance.  His time will come later.::
Christina Tulpen says:
Monroe: It will be heavily guarded ...
Aaron Knight says:
~~~Varesh:  Look, whoever you are, I'm a bit busy at the moment.  Why don't you go set someone else up for a trap!~~~
 Sid Monroe says:
Tulpen: That is where he will come in.  ::Checks his pockets for something::
Varesh says:
::growls his frustration:: ~~~Aaron: Look you dim-witted numbskull, we're here to get YOU out. Who do you think set off the alarms and created the confusion.~~~
Christina Tulpen says:
::looks doubtfully at Monroe but continues to follow him::
Brianna Rose says:
:: Starts to pace the door in frustration::
Aaron Knight says:
~~~Varesh:  If I ever find out who you are, I'll kill you where you stand!  Now get out of my head!~~~
Aaron Knight says:
::runs over with the keys and unlocks the prison door looking for Brianna::  Brianna:  You in here?
Varesh says:
::leads the way around the perimeter, grumbling:: ~~~Aaron: Bring it.~~~
Brianna Rose says:
:: Hearing the keys, she dashes out, either to hug Aaron or to knock over an unsuspecting guard.::
Aaron Knight says:
~~~Varesh:  Oh, you can count on it!~~~
Varesh says:
::grins to himself, he was getting to like this guy::
Christina Tulpen says:
::continues to walk  into the main building looking for what might look like a centralized control area, always expecting to be hit by a guard coming from anywhere::
 Sid Monroe says:
::Looks at his disruptor and starts messing with the settings:: Tulpen: Once he gets the door open, we throw in a overloaded disruptor and blow them to smithereens..
Aaron Knight says:
Brianna:  Brianna!  No time for hello's right now, we've got to keep moving.  This here is Aidan.  ::Aidan looks over and nods::
Christina Tulpen says:
Monroe: Sounds like a plan, all we need is an open door. Once the disruptor is inside we make a run for it::
Brianna Rose says:
:: Hearing Aaron's familiar voice, steps away and nods at the one introduced as Aidan.::  Aaron: I have a bone to pick with you, later.
Christina Tulpen says:
::pulls Monroe to a corner when they spot the door and the guards:: Monroe: this is it
Aaron Knight says:
Brianna:  Yes, later.  Are you able to keep up?
Brianna Rose says:
:: Looks at Aaron's battered face::  Aaron: Probably better then you.
Aaron Knight says:
Brianna:  We just need to be careful.  There's some guy out there that might be leading us into a trap.  Hey, consider these here battle scars!
 Sid Monroe says:
Tulpen: I will make the distraction, you and Konbor get in and use this ::Hands her the disruptor:: It is ready just activate the overload.
Aaron Knight says:
::peeks his head outside the building to check for guards::
Varesh says:
::checks his rifle, feeling a bit sad that he's going to sacrifice it to blow a breach in the perimeter, checking the weapon tucked into his belt:: Gary: Get back, this is going to make a lot of noise. ::tosses the rifle at a support in the perimeter::
Brianna Rose says:
Aaron:  Someone was trying to get Trigger to join them.  I wonder if it is the same person.
Christina Tulpen says:
::nods at Monroe hiding the disruptor and handing him her own:: Konbor: Get ready
Varesh says:
::waits for the explosion, having backed up a ways::
Christina Tulpen says:
Monroe: I am ready when you are
Aaron Knight says:
Brianna:  Whoever it is, if I find him, he's a dead man!  ::motions to Brianna and Aidan that the coast is clear::
 
ACTION: The whinnying of an overloaded weapon can be heard just before a massive release of energy pours from it, putting a hole into the shuttle compounds wall.

Brianna Rose says:
:: Stays close to the two men as she follows them.::
 Sid Monroe says:
::Takes a deep breath and runs into the hall:: Guards: Hey you.
Varesh says:
::dashes through the hole in the wall, Jackson following him:: Gary: Get a shuttle ready! I'll keep the guards busy.
Christina Tulpen says:
::makes sure the blood stains in her cloak are sort of out of view, she looks down and pretends to he taken in by Konbor::
 Sid Monroe says:
::Runs the other way::
 
ACTION: At Monroe's voice, the two outside guards turn and raise their weapons at the same time.
 
Sid Monroe says:
::Bolts out of view::
Aaron Knight says:
::looks out in the dark of night into the compound and sees an opportunity to get across::  Brianna/Aidan:  Let's make a run for it!
Christina Tulpen says:
::pushes Konbor to the door:: Konbor: Now make them open it for you
 
ACTION: The alarm near the shuttles goes off.  A few guards can be heard calling out as they head toward that area.

ACTION:  Monroe is singed just before he gets out of the way.

Varesh says:
::takes up a defensive position, disruptor drawn::
Konbor says:
:: Nodding, calls to those inside that there is a breach::
 
ACTION: A newer guard pokes his head out and tells Konbor they already know that and to go help the Commander.
 
Sid Monroe says:
::Slides into the wall and gets up and hides in the hall and awaits the guard::
Christina Tulpen says:
::as the guard pokes out, she punches his head just enough to throw the activated disruptor through::
Christina Tulpen says:
Konbor: Run! ::runs as well, as far from the door as possible::
 
ACTION: The surprised guards head goes back a moment before he regains his balance and reaches for Tulpen.

ACTION: A moment after that, an explosion rocks the command room, the repercussion hitting the young guard from behind and out to the wall before him, knocking him unconscious.

ACTION: Konbor and Tulpen are knocked down by the repercussion as well.

Christina Tulpen says:
::falls to the ground with the explosion behind her bruising all over and fracturing a rib or two::
 Sid Monroe says:
::Feels the wall vibrate as the plan worked::
Aaron Knight says:
::heads over to the back of the compound where he knows only two guards keep watch to the entrance::  Aidan:  We both do this together!
 
ACTION:  At the explosion, a few guards turn to look away from their prisoners, and as they do, a few take advantage and jump their guards.

Varesh says:
~~~Sid: We got a shuttle, now get your man and lets get out of here.~~~
Christina Tulpen says:
::feels numb on the floor, sensing stuff happening around her but her brain too dazzled to order her muscles to move for a while. The pain is excruciating::
Varesh says:
::fires at some guards that came to investigate, catching them by surprise hopefully::
Aidan says:
::nods::  Aaron:  Let's do it!  ::both bring their bodies up against the wall and slide across toward each guard::
 Sid Monroe says:
::Looks out and begins running back to the main control room::
 
ACTION:  Throughout the compound, power goes down, and darkness soon reigns supreme.

Christina Tulpen says:
::looks up slowly, making an effort to get up and understand where she should go and where Konbor is::
 
ACTION: The commander orders men to the shuttles.  They are to shoot anything that leaves the compound.

Aaron Knight says:
::looks up as the spotlights go black::  Aidan:  Now!  ::runs up to the unsuspecting guard and lunges the shank through his chest::
 Sid Monroe says:
::Looks around and sees a body get up.:: Tulpen: Is that you?
 
ACTION: Aaron takes out one guard, just as the other turns and fires at Aidan.

Aidan says:
::at the same time, jams his shank deep into the guards' neck::
Aidan says:
::grabs his side as it is grazed by phaser fire::
Christina Tulpen says:
Monroe: I ...think so ::tries to get to her feet:: Monroe: I am not sure I can ... do much more running
 Sid Monroe says:
Tulpen: I can carry you.  Just watch my back.  ::Kicks Konbor::
Christina Tulpen says:
::nods and holds on to Monroe's sholder, fighting off the pain::
 
ACTION: Throughout the compound, Mayhem flows as prisoners take advantage of the situation... some at the cost of their lives as the guards start firing at anything that moves.

Varesh says:
::fires at the guards the come towards them::
Sid Monroe says:
Konbor: If you are alive, I suggest you leave here.  As I will make sure your life is miserable if I hear your name mentioned on any report.
Christina Tulpen says:
::talks in his ear:: Monroe: He did help us ... should we leave him to die?
Brianna Rose says:
Aidan: Are you alright? 
Varesh says:
::yells over his shoulder:: Gary: Jackson! How's it coming?
 
ACTION: The guard nearest Varesh goes down.  In the starlight, he can see others heading for shuttles.
 
Aidan says:
Brianna:  Just a flesh wound......I'll be okay.  Couldn't leave here without having a scar!
Christina Tulpen says:
Konbor: If you can walk come along, but we can't carry you
Varesh says:
::realizes he might have to defend the shuttle against more than just the guards::
Brianna Rose says:
:: Nods and looks outward::  Aaron: Now what?
 Sid Monroe says:
::Begins walking towards the shuttle pad::
Christina Tulpen says:
Monroe: Now to get to your friend
Aaron Knight says:
~~~Varesh:  If you are here to help, you can let whoever you're working with know that we are clearing the entrance to the compound.~~~
Christina Tulpen says:
::follows Monroe holding his shoulder to help her walk and hoping Konbor can follow::
Varesh says:
~~~Aaron: We've got a shuttle ready to get out of here... need a ride?~~~
 
ACTION: During all that is going on, Jackson made his way into his chosen shuttle and after struggling through the locking system, begins the warm up procedures.

Aaron Knight says:
Brianna/Aidan:  Let's just start running as far away from this compound as possible.  Wait, hang on.
 Sid Monroe says:
Tulpen: We will meet everyone there.  I hope
Aaron Knight says:
~~~Varesh:  Location would be nice.  And I'll state one more time......if this is a trap, you'll pay with your life!~~~
 
ACTION: A group of prisoners run past Aaron and his group, almost knocking them down as they head for the hills.

Aaron Knight says:
::jumps back as the group nearly knock him down::
 
ACTION: Prisoners flow around Monroe and Tulpen as they make their way to the shuttles.

Varesh says:
~~~Aaron: In the shuttle compound, in the back row, middle shuttle.~~~ ::relays the same information to Sid::
Christina Tulpen says:
Monroe: I am learning a great deal about you Monroe. Either you are very lucky, or you can tell the future. Either way you are certainly a little bit more than human ....
 
ACTION:  Jackson's voice can soon be heard by Varesh, telling him they are ready for take off.

Aaron Knight says:
Brianna/Aidan:  Looks like we have ourselves an honest to goodness prison break!  Let's go!  ::starts running to where the shuttle compound is::
 
ACTION:  A few shuttles take to the air and head for the prisons outer area.

Varesh says:
~~~Sid/Aaron: Get your asses here pronto, the shuttle is ready but things are getting quite busy around here.~~~ ::shoots at some guards trying for their position::
Brianna Rose says:
:: mutters something under her breath as she follows, staying close to the two men.::
Aaron Knight says:
Brianna/Aidan::  We're almost there.  Just a few hundred yards to go.
 Sid Monroe says:
::Smiles:: Tulpen: I am not that lucky.  I can certainly tell the future, I know that we are getting out of here.
 
ACTION:  A phaser blast singes the hair of Varesh's ear, at the same time, he takes down one.
 
Sid Monroe says:
::Pushes his way to the shuttle pad::

ACTION:  The shuttles in the air, begin to fire at anything moving outside of the compound, not even bothering to herd them back in.

Varesh says:
::curses as a blast nearly takes his ear off, firing at the guards, wishing he had a second disruptor::
Aaron Knight says:
::sees the weapons fire as they approach the shuttles::
 
ACTION:  During one of those sudden pauses of silence, the shuttle area is quiet.

Christina Tulpen says:
::again, looks suspiciously at Monroe but doesn't contradict him till he is proven wrong. Walks with him to the shuttlepad looking around::
 Sid Monroe says:
::Spots the fire in the shuttle area::
Christina Tulpen says:
::ducks instinctively behind some crates and she sees the shooting::
Aaron Knight says:
Brianna/Aidan:  Looks like we'll have to do some evasive maneuvers while we're running to the shuttle.  ::watches as a weapon hits the ground from the air::
Brianna Rose says:
:: Points to the one shuttle that is still grounded but is humming.::
Aaron Knight says:
::as the weapons stop, he motions for the others to make a run for it to the shuttle::
Sid Monroe says:
::Looks around:: Varesh: You here?
Varesh says:
::sees people running for the shuttle, ready to shoot:: ~~~Aaron: It had better be you, or I'm putting holes in those running at me ~~~
Brianna Rose says:
:: Taking a deep breath, she runs after Aaron.::
Varesh says:
Sid: Over here! Hop to it, this lull won't last!
 Sid Monroe says:
::Pulls Tulpen up:: Tulpen: They are over here.
Christina Tulpen says:
::nods and moves carefully in the pointed direction::
Aaron Knight says:
~~~Varesh:  I still don't trust you, but we're headed your way.~~~
 
ACTION: A guard, seeing what he believes are prisoners escaping, gives a call and aims his phaser at the one standing near the entry.

Varesh says:
::hears the call and fires at the direction of the voice::
Christina Tulpen says:
All: There! ::points at the guard near the door and pulls her last strength to go to the shuttle fast::
 
ACTION: The guard goes down, but his call is heard and a few others run toward the landing area.

Varesh says:
::lays down covering fire:: All: Move it! Move it, move it!
Aaron Knight says:
::stops at the shuttle door and waves to the others to get in::  Brianna/Aidan:  Move, move, move!
 Sid Monroe says:
::Gets to the shuttle and pulls Tulpen in::  All: Move it.
Christina Tulpen says:
::arrives at the shuttle nodding briefly to Varesh, obviously in pain;;
Brianna Rose says:
:: Not needing a second order, makes her way into the shuttle, ignoring those others near by.::
 Sid Monroe says:
Jackson: Get us out of here.
Christina Tulpen says:
::enters the shuttle and sits on the floor breathing, feeling like she can't move another inch::
Varesh says:
::runs backwards towards the shuttle, shooting at the guards, jumping in last:: Gary: Go go go!
Brianna Rose says:
:: Without thought, helps Aidan while she calls out::  Aaron:  Get your butt in here.
Aaron Knight says:
::leaps into the shuttle right behind Aidan::
 
ACTION: As people start to enter the shuttle, Jackson begins to lift off... the door still open wide.

Varesh says:
::slaps the control to close the door, looking at their guests::
Christina Tulpen says:
::notices the strangers and assumes those were the ones they came in to get:: All: does....any of you have ..medical ::her voice drifts and as the shuttle lifts she looses consciousness from the pain::
Varesh says:
::scrabbles for his medkit, leaning over Tulpen:: All: Injuries? ::Shoots a glance at Aaron and nods before beginning to treat Tulpen::
 
ACTION:  The shuttle doors close, cutting off all sounds of the battle taking place below.  However, there are a few more bodies aboard the shuttle then originally expected.

Aaron Knight says:
::quickly gets up from the floor and knows who he needs to see and walks up to him, slamming him up against a wall::  Varesh:  As I said before, this better not be a trap!
Varesh says:
::grunts as Aaron slams him against the wall:: Aaron: Listen, dimwit, you can rough me up all you want when I'm done treating these people. Now stop posturing and help or get out of my way. ::roughly pushes Aaron away from him and goes back to treating Tulpen, his eyes scanning the others to see who's hurt::
 
<<<<<<<<<< End >>>>>>>>>>


